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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation was conducted in the University of
Michigan Supersonic Wind Tunnel to explore the main characteristics of
the flow and pressure field generated by a supersonic jet directed at
900 to the body into the 1.90-Mach-number tunnel stream. In particular,
a study was made of the spreading characteristics of the jet and its gross
effect on the normal force, drag, and moment of the cone-cylinder body,
from which the jet issued. The phenomenon was investigated as a func-
tion of pressure ratio, pG/ps (jet stagnation pressure to tunnel static
pressure), angle of attack of the body, and jet-nozzle geometry. Within
a relatively short distance from the exit, the normal jet was turned in the
direction parallel to the free stream even at pressure ratios of over 50.
Simultaneously, it spread in all directions, mixing violently with the
free stream. Optical evidence suggests that fringes of the jet are in con-
tact with the cylinder. This may have practical implications for the use
of hot side-control jets on bodies. The interaction resulted in regions of
both high and low pressure over the body. The normal force on the body
was decreased below the nominal jet side-thrust value, and the drag was
increased above the no-jet value. A moment which depends on the geom-
etry, particularly the length of the body, was generated about the nominal
center of gravity of the body.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

vI tunnel free-stream velocity (ft/sec)

P1  tunnel static pressure (lb/ft2)

P1 tunnel air density (slugs/ft3)

A 1 tunnel absolute viscosity (slugs/ft-sec)

T 1  tunnel static temperature (0R)

D model maximum diameter (ft)

d jet diameter at the throat (ft)

Ph static pressure at any orifice on model (lb/ft2 )

P 0  jet stagnation pressure (lb/ft2 )

P0  jet stagnation density (slugs/ft$)

PLi jet absolute viscosity (slugs/fr-sec)

vj i jet velocity at the throat (ft/sec)

T 0  jet stagnation temperature (°R)

R gas constant (ft 2/sec 2-kR)

C specific heat at constant pressure (ft 2/sec 2-oR)

y ratio of specific heats

0 angle around body, measured from top of body (0)

m. mass flux from the jet (slugs/sec)

C M moment coefficient about the center of gravity (assumed to be onJC~G the side-jet centerline)

CN normal force coefficient

CL lift coefficient
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CD drag coefficient

a angle of attack (0)

q dynamic pressure (5.4 lb/in. 2 in tunnel)

Subscripts:

1 tunnel free-stream conditions

0 jet stagnation conditions

i pertaining to jet
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INTRODUCTION

Many three-dimensional flow phenomena encountered in engineering
practice are exceedingly complex and therefore not amenable to detailed
theoretical or experimental investigations. To explain such a phenomenon,
it is imperative to achieve, at the beginning, an over-all understanding,
or picture, of the flow and to bracket the parameters governing the phe-
nomenon. Studies of specific design characteristics and of their control
are more likely to succeed on the basis of this understanding.

Visualization techniques, especially when backed by some quantita-
tive measurements, are naturally suited to exploratory investigations of
this type, and their extensive use is indicated. Yet, there seems to be a
tendency on the part of many research workers to neglect these qualitative
measurements, or 'data.' Descriptive reporting of phenomena is often
frowned on as 'unscientific.* However, the engineer frequently has to
make conclusions from 'data' which do not fit the conditions of his prob-
lem. For such inference processes the qualitative understanding, or pic-
ture, furnishes the best guide.

The flow field studied in this report, by selected static-pressure meas-
urements and various visualization techniques, is that associated with
the perpendicular issuance of a supersonic jet into a supersonic stream
flowing past the jet. The report presents the inferred picture of the flow
and the pressure data and includes such information on associated exper-
imental problems as might be useful for further studies.

In order to investigate the major features of the interaction of super-
sonic jets at 90°, two possible experimental configurations were con-
sidered. The first consisted of allowing a supersonic jet, having its exit
flush with the tunnel wall of the test section, to issue perpendicularly
into the stream of a supersonic wind tunnel. The second consisted of
placing a body in the test section of a supersonic wind tunnel and allow-
ing a supersonic jet, having its exit flush with the body surface, to issue
perpendicularly into the stream. The second configuration was chosen for
two reasons. First, the boundary-layer build-up along the body would be
small, as compared to that with the first method (Reference 1). Second,
the three-dimensional similarity of the configuration to a body which
makes use of side-control jets in actual flight may have implications for
practical application.



The complete range of parameters governing the interaction of super-
sonic jets could not possibly be covered in this study. Theoretical con-
siderations and physical limitations of the facilities lead to concentration
on two aspects of the phenomenon: (1) the spreading characteristics of
the side jet, and (2) the effect of the side jet on the normal force, drag,
and moment about the center of gravity (which was assumed on the center-
line of the side jet). It was hoped that the chosen range of parameters
would make the general findings applicable to problems where the spread-
ing and mixing characteristics of the jet are of primary interest as well
as to problems where the effect on body forces is important.

The experiments were conducted in April and September, 1950, in the
University of Michigan Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The general facilities of
this 8 by 13-inch blow-down tunnel are described in References 4 and 5.

DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

In setting out to explore a new physical problem, it is desirable to de-
termine, by proper application of dimensional analysis, all the major pa-
rameters which may govern the phenomenon. For the principal dependent
variable, one may take the static pressure ph at a representative location
in the flow oron the body itself, e.g., at one of the pressure orifices. For
a fixed geometry of nozzle, body, and stream at supercritical jet pres-
sures, the dependent variable Ph is expected to be determined by the
following twelve physical quantities (see Appendix):

ph i f(Plgpl'vlt1'lyllpO'pOpjyj'dD). (1)

The number of fundamental units (dimensions) in Equation (1) is three,
viz., mass, length, and time. According to Buckingham's rt theorem (Ref-
erence 7), there must exist a functional relationship between 12 - 3 = 9
nondimensional parameters formed from the 12 variables in Equation (1).
One may write

Ph ,P P0 V0  Pv v1 D d J( 02
p1 g p-p, ' ,--,J, Yj (2)PI P1 P I V Y_7PI II15, 1

This is not necessarily the only combination of dimensionless param-
eters that may be formed. However, any other such set of dimensionless
numbers must be derivable from the one chosen here by multiplication or
division with dimensionless numbers only. For example, the significant
dimensionless parameter involving the relative mass flux in the jet and
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stream, [m/, 1D 2v1 ], could become an independent parameter if desired.

The experimental control and direct measurement of such a mass-flux
parameter, however, presented difficulties, so that it was not chosen as
an independent parameter in the present analysis. Its dependence on the
chosen parameters is as follows:

M.___ 2 P Po 21 (Y + 1)/2(y - 1)

D2p~v Y' /I P1

When the jet gas is air, the parameter /j/pl depends nondimensionally

on T/T , i.e., on p0/p, and polp 1, and should be dropped:

Ph P0 vi PvD d )

-9 = h ,--, - 1,-- ,(4)

In References 2 and 3, the dependence of flow coefficients and penetra-
tion of subcritical and mildly supercritical air jets issuing at 900 into a
subsonic channel on the jet Reynolds number pjvjd/4l., as in Equation (4),

was reported. This dependence enters through the tunnel Reynolds num-
ber p lv1D/A I and the ratios p0/pI and p/p 1 .

Equation (4) exhibits a set of expected independent parameters govern-
ing air-jet interaction. Physical characteristics of experimental facilities
further reduce the number of actually available independent parameters.
Thus, in the present experiments, the parameters v 1/1VP1,lpI and p 1v 1D/p 1 ,
the Mach number, and the Reynolds number of the tunnel were fixed.
More serious was the limitation on T0 /T 1, which forced pOlp I to become

nondimensionally dependent on p0/p 1. To obtain appreciable variation of
T0/T1, an impractically high jet temperature would be required. Before
running the experiments, it was verified that To varied at most 20C as the
pressure P0 was varied from 100 psi to 40 psi. Ti is the absolute atmos-
pheric temperature in the tunnel bag (Reference 4), so that the ratio T0 /T 1
was essentially constant. The actual jet characterization was therefore
merely through p0 and d.

The above analysis holds for every geometric configuration of stream
and body. Actually, two angles of attack were used, namely 0 and 14'.
Hence, the investigation as planned can be summarized by the formula

mmm mmmmmm mmm mmmmu 3



Ph (PI d
-. f , - 1 ,a
p1 (pl D/

MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION

The model consisted of a cone-cylinder combination, with a total cone
angle of 20P, as shown in Fig. 1. Various dimensions of the model are
shown in Fig. 2. This model was chosen for two reasons: first, because it
was representative of the type of body in which a side-control jet might
be used, and second, because experimental results of pressure distribu-
tion on this type of body, having the same cone angle, were available
(Reference 9). The 2-inch diameter of the cylindrical portion of the body
was selected to avoid the possibility of tunnel choking. In this connec-
tion it was feared that the side jet would add to the possibility of choking.
Fortunately, no choking occurred, even when the jet was started before
the tunnel.

Fig. 1. Cone-cylinder model and nozzle piece.

It was decided to use a stagnation-pressure chamber and the total head
probe in the model in order to obtain a direct measurement of pO" This
choice saved considerable work in obtaining po, as other methods consid-
ered involved accurate metering of the air and measurement of TO, from
which p0 would then have to be calculated. (Unfortunately, the total head
probe was damaged when additional experiments with steam and sarbon
dioxide were run in an attempt to determine more exactly the spread of the
jet.)

Compressed air from a constant-pressure reservoir was fed into the
body stagnation chamber through the sting, as shown in Fig. 3. The com-
pressed air was controlled and regulated by a throttling valve in the air
supply line to give variations in po as desired. The air then issued through
the nozzle into the supersonic stream of the tunnel.

4
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Fig. 3. Schematic test setup.

Two interchangeable side-jet nozzles were used. One nozzle was
straight with a diameter of 0.32 inch; the other was a divergent nozzle
with a throat diameter of 0.15 inch, an exit diameter of 0.32 inch, and a
150 divergence angle. An attempt was made to provide for the measurement
of static pressure at the throats (Fig. 2). However, the complicated ar-
rangement malfunctioned, so that a direct check on the critical pressure
was not available. As the understanding of the interaction flow field in-
creased during the experiments, it became clear that the small change in
geometry from a straight to a divergent nozzle has a strong influence. It
probably masks the functional dependence of the interaction field on the
parameter d/D in Equation (4). As to dependence on a, the pressure runs
were made only at a - 00 and a 14°with the straight nozzle and at a= 140
with the divergent nozzle. The angle of attack of 140 was the greatest
anile obtainable at the time; it was chosen in order to determine whether
the side jet would tend to induce separation at high angles of attack.
(Actually, a body on which a side jet would be used is more likely to fly
at 00 or even negative angles of attack.)

Because of the complications of the model construction, only seven-
teen orifices in all were available; these were located in the region influ-
enced by the jet (Fig. 2). It is clear that the interpolation betweenpres-
sures so obtained cannot be very accurate. The estimates of the jet effects
on the forces and moments calculated from the pressure distribution are
indeed 'gross,* although they undoubtedly indicate correct trends. A
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removable adjustable probe, used in other experiments, was available for
investigations of static pressures at various locations near the model, as
shown in Fig. 1. The mixing of the jet, however, was rather violent, so
that the pressure probe indicated merely unsteadiness of flow in certain
regions.

A schematic diagram of the location of the various instruments used is
shown in Fig. 3. The pressure gage for measuring stagnation pressure in
the model chamber was located beside the compressed-air-supply throttling
valve to facilitate throttling to desired stagnatiou pressures, p0 . Stagna-
tion temperature, To, was measured in the compressed-air supply line as
close as possible to the model. This helped to minimize changes in stag-
nation temperature due to line losses in the air supply line. That portion
of the air supply line exposed to the low temperatures in the tunnel was
insulated with asbestos to prevent the low tunnel temperatures from affecting
To. As a result of these precautions, stagnation temperature of the air
supply was practically constant, at the point measured, throughout the
experiment.

Static pressures from the seventeen static-pressure orifices were read
on the manometer board, as shown in Fig. 3, to give values of ph at var-
ious orifices. In addition, two static-flow pressures were read at points
in the tunnel 14 inches upstream of the test-section centerline. These
gave values of p r

DATA TAKING AND PROCESSING

The flow in the test section of the intermittent tunnel becomes steady
2 to 4 seconds after the opening of the butterfly valve leading to the low-
pressure tanks (References 4 and 5), at which time the pressure leads are
unclamped. The preset jet valve was opened approximately I second after
the tunnel butterfly valve, so that, as a rule, the jet and the main flow
stabilized within 5 to 6 seconds. Thus, an additional 14 to 15 seconds was
available for the stabilization of the mercury levels in the manometer
tubes. An observer watched the damping of the oscillations of the mer-
cury and signaled for the photographic recording of the levels and for the
shutting of jet and tunnel valves before the available time was up. Sev-
eral runs had to be repeated because of obvious unsteadiness of the jet
pressure, p0 (especially at the lower p0/pl ratios) or of the manometer
levels. It has been the experience at the University of Michigan Supersonic
Wind Tunnel that, if adequate precautions are taken, the pressures ob-
tained by the procedure described are repeatable with a minimum of scatter,

7
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and therefore are not influenced by the shortness of the run. The scatter
in the present experiments was larger because of the additional stability
problem of the jet itself, however, the accuracy is considered ample for
the proposed study of over-all characteristics.

1.8

V

1.4 -o

L2 -f- F- J

C
I¢

04 

# 3

0.8

30 35 40 45 50

Fig. 4a.

Fig. 4. Variation of orifice pressure ratio, ph/p 1, with jet
total-pressure ratio, p0/p 1; straight nozzle at a 00.
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The pressure data were processed in the usual manner (Reference 5)
and are presented in Table I. Typical variations of all orifice pressures
with the governing pressure ratio, p0/pI' are shown in Figs. 4a, b, and c
for the straight nozzle with a = 00, and in Figs. 5 and 6 for the pressure
orifices in the jet plane for both nozzles at a = 14W. The pressure incre-
ments over no-jet values, Aph/pl, were interpolated (and extrapolated)
axially and circumferentially in the cases of maximum p0 /p 1 , leading to
a *probable overpressure surface.' The affected area of the model was
then divided into five 1-inch strips. For each strip, an axial overpressure

10
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Fig. 4c.

average was estimated at nine equispaced meridional stations. Graphical
integration of the vertical force components yielded the resultant 'addi-
tional' force components and coefficients, as shown in Table Il. The
sectional additional force distributions for the straight nozzle at a = 00
can be seen in Fig. 7 for PG/p I =50.

During most pressure runs, schlieren photographs (with different knife-
edge positions) were taken simultaneously with the photographs of the
manometer board. Shadowgraphs, such as Fig. 8, were obtained later, as
were schlieren photographs of a jet into a still tunnel, Figs. 9a and 9b.
The vapor-light-scattering technique (first applied to supersonic investi-
gations by NACA) was also used; Figs. 10a, 10b, and 10c display the
patterns in cross-sectional planes, 1.56,3.0, and 3.7 inches, respectively,
aft of the centerline of the straight nozzle at a = 0* for a PG/p 1 of 48. In
an attempt to make the jet visible apart from the density pattern, steam,
with p0O/p I approximately equal to 2 1, was blown through the straight nozzle

11• J•o-9.,



TABLE II

RESULTS OF INTEGRATION OF OVERPRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Section Normal AxialForce, lbs. CN Force, lbs. C 0  CMCG CL

a = 00, straight nozzle

A -. 1309 -. 0077
B .1922 .0113
C .288 .0170
D .205 .0121
E -. 0471 -. 0028

Resultant .518 .0306 0 0 .0306
On Base .0231 .0231 .00136
Moment -. 0277

Total .00136 -. 0277 .0306

a = 140, straight nozzle

A -. 149 -. 0088
B .198 .0117
C .20 .0118
D .20 .0118
E -. 1615 -. 0095

Resultant .294 .0173 .0042 .0162
On Base .0054 .0052 .00031
Moment -. 0121
Total .0045 -. 0121 .0162

a = 140, divergent nozzle

A .0265 .0016
B .137 .0081
C .087 .0051
D .050 .0029
E -. 1922 -. 07 3

Resultant .1105 .0065 .0016 .0063
On Base .0205 .0198 .00117
Moment .0107
Total .0028 .0107 .0063

12
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Fig. 6. Variation of top-orifice pressure ratio, ph/p I, with jet
total-pressure ratio, po/p 1; divergent nozzle at a= 14'0.

the same pressure ratio, po/p1 - 21. Since the available steam pressure
was relatively low, an attempt was made to adapt a carbon dioxide high-

14
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Fig. 7. Approximate force distribution due to pressure field
induced by jet through straight nozzle at p0/pl = 50.5.

Fig. 8. Straight-nozzle jet at p0/Pl 1 52.0; shadowgraph;
a= 14P.

pressure source to the system, but this was unsuccessful because of dif-
ficulties with line throttling.
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(a) N)

Fig. 9. Jet flow into still air, p0/p = 7 and 56.

For visualization of streamlines in the inner portion of the boundary
layer, the body was coated with a mixture of china clay and oil of winter-
green (Reference 14). During the run the liquid layer moves with the near-
stagnant portions of the boundary layer toward lower-pressure regions and
simultaneously evaporates, leaving clearly visible white lines on the sur-
face. If the surface is blackened, photographs considerably superior to
that reproduced as Fig. 13 (which is marred by reflections of light) can be
obtained for a permanent record of the flow lines.

These patterns are very useful not only for qualitative appreciation of
the boundary-layer flow but also for exact locations of even weak shock
waves falling on the surfaces. In Fig. 13 the wet dark streak crossing
obliquely from the bottom to the base of the body can be identified as the

16



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Patterns of light scattering by moisture in tLe tunnel
stream at plane sections 1.56, 3.0, and 3.7 inches aft of the
jet nozzle axis; pO/p 1 = 48; straight nozzle at a= 00.

location of impingement of the shock inside the jet on the body (visible

on schlieren photographs or shadowgraphs such as in Figs. 8 and 14).
When the side jet was not operating, a small *kink" in the flow lines
spread aft along a near-hyperbolic curve from a point on the side of the
body, 1.3 inches forward of the base. This is the otherwise unobtainable
line of impingement of the nose shock reflected from the side window back
onto the rear part of the body. The reflection from the curved body is vis-
ible in Fig. 15, as discussed in Reference 10. Clearly, pressure orifice
15 is thereby affected, and to a lesser degree orifices 6 and 7, as is cor-
roborated by Fig. 4. However, this reflected shock is not expected to

17



(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Steam jet through saraight nozzle at p/p 1 - 21,

1= 100; photograph and schlieren photograph 0.

18



Fig. 12a. Jets through straight nozzle at p0Pi = 21, a= 100;
steam and air.

influence appreciably the incremental pressures, Aph, which correspond

to the actual jet interaction.

To obtain another qualitative indication of the flow, tufts were glued

to the body in the affected areas. Also, a roughness ring was placed on

the nose of the body to check on the effect of the nature of the boundary

layer on the interaction field. This effect appears to be negligible except,

perhaps, immediately upstream of the jet, where the laminar boundary

layer separates farther forward of the detached shock in front of the jet

than does the turbulent boundary layer.

JET MIXING AND PENETRATION

Already familiar is the shock and mixing pattern of a circular high-

pressure jet issuing into the atmosphere, which has been studied in detail

19



Fig. 12b. Jets through straight nozzle at p0/Po/= 21, a = 100;
steam and air.

by interferograms (Reference 11) and is shown here in Fig. 9a for the
pressure ratio p0/pa = 7. The high-pressure jet air expands outward
(black region in Fig. 9a) at the mouth to atmospheric pressure, pa" How-
ever, the boundary of the jet cannot continue to diverge without over-
expanding to subatmospheric pressures; the boundary, therefore, curves
back, sending a gradual compression field (greyish region) toward the
center of the jet, thus compensating for the increasing jet cross-sectional
area. These pressure waves form an envelope type of shock (white line)
focusing toward the jet axis. At high jet pressure, the converging shock
wave cannot form a 'regular intersection with itself,* and a Mach Y inter-
section with the familiar normal shock meniscus results. The diverging
portion of the Y shock reaches the boundary of the jet farther downstream
and is reflected as an expansion wave fan (dark triangle), so that the
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Fig. 13. Pattern of boundary-layer streamlines on the model.

Fig. 14. Straight-nozzle jet at po/p 1 = 48.8; schlieren photo-
graph 0; a-- o.

boundary can remain at essentially the atmospheric pressure. The expan-
sion-compression pattern continues to repeat itself in the jet with de-
creasing intensity, while the mixing at the boundary (jet-pump action)
becomes turbulent and causes the reflections to be less and less distinct
and pressures to depart from those obtainable by nonviscous theory.
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Fig. 15. No-jet schlieren photograph 0; "= 0".

The understanding of the shock pattern in the jet gives a clue about
the mixing region when the tunnel is operating. It is often not realized
how the mixing increases and obliterates the reflection pattern when the
pressure ratio across the nozzle increases. This can be seen in Fig. 9b,
where p0 /p 1 - 56. Also to be noted are the increased angle of expansion
at the mouth and the increased distance to the first meniscus.

Let us imagine for a moment the jet of Fig. 9a to be "frozen into a
rigid column' while the supersonic tunnel flow is started. The obstruction
would cause a detached shock upstream of the column, a highly accel-
erated flow around the sides of the column, a detached low-pressure wake
with backflow in the vicinity of the rear of the column, and two stem shock
waves with a higher-pressure region aft of the meniscus area of the wake.
In the actual case, of course, horizontal momentum is imparted to the jet
air column, which bends rapidly toward the direction of the free stream.
The detached shock wave is present (Figs. 8 and 14) and so is the rapid
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flow sideways around the obstruction, but the condition that the pressures
in the tunnel air and jet sir at the boundary of the bent column (when well
defined) be equal undoubtedly distorts the boundary.

Mixing all around the jet, probably more violent than shown in Fig. 9b
(and certainly more unpleasant to the ears of the observer), probably makes
the distinction between jet air and tunnel air rapidly invalid. In particular,
the low-pressure region of backflow of the 'rigid column* appears to be-
come a region of highly unsteady mixing. For a short distance (1 to 2
inches, depending on the pressure ratio) downstream from the jet exit,
the flow seems to be directed downstream and away from the body, as
judged from tufts and inferred from the boundary-layer flow pattern (Fig.
13). Farther downstream, as the diverging leg of the Y shock from inside
the jet reaches the body and reflects (Figs. 8 and 14), the flow definitely
follows the surface in this high-pressure zone. It is believed that the mix-
ing in this 'wake region' is such that "elements' of the jet air remain in
contact with the surface of the body, and since the converging shock
issuing from the rear of the nozzle exit must be inside the jet stream, the
jet boundary, if it were clearly defined, would have to be almost tangent
to the surface there (Figs. 8, 16, and 17). This belief is based on the
following arguments:

(1) The mixing demonstrated in Fig. 9b is very strong, even without
the low-pressure dead-air pocket. It is therefore very likely that mixed
turbulent jet air remains at least intermittently in contact with the surface.
Incidently, the distance of the meniscus from the jet exit seems not to be
affected by the presence of the tunnel flow, although the area of the men-
iscus decreases.

(2) The diverging leg of the jet Y shock, although irregular and dis-
torted, clearly reaches the body without any reflections as an expansion
wave from any jet boundaries. This fact indicates that the air through
which this shock passes cannot be separated from the jet air by any sharp
discontinuity in density or velocity. If this air were a mixture of tunnel
and jet air, even the irregularity of the diverging shock (and occasional
appearance of two shock traces) would be consistent with the proposed
explanation.

(3) Observation of a steam jet at a lower pressure ratio, approximately
21, indicated that steam adhered to the body surface and even appeared
to cross the body base. Comparison of schlieren photographs of steam
and air at this pressure ratio (Figs. 12a and 12b) appears to give conclu-
sive evidence. Similar adhesion occurs even at a 00, as Figs. lla and
1lb verify (although in this instance the eye was actually a more
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Fig. 16. Straight-nozzle jet at po/p 1 47.3; schlieren photo-
graph 0; a = 00 .

discriminating instaument than the lens). At still lower pressure ratios,
from 1.15 to 3.2, thermocouple probing of a hot jet issuing into a subsonic
tunnel disclosed that near-maximum temperature existed at the wall; i.e.,
the jet air was in contact with the wail (Fig. 3 of Reference 1).

(4) The light-scattering pattern of Fig. l0a in a plane 1.56 inches aft
of the nozzle centerline (5-second exposure) reveals a dark gray region
near the surface, which is not inconsistent with the existence of a mix-
ture region. The assumption is that the darkest zones correspond to the
jet regions least contaminated by tunnel moisture particles. Patterns of
Figs. l0b and IOC, 3.0 and 3.7 inches respectively downstream from the
nozzle, could then be inte-preted as showing a contaminated, high-pressure
region near the body and the formation of secondary flow in the jet core
similar to that in curved pipes.
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Fig. 17. StraiSht-nozzle jet at Pop- 1 53.0; schlieren photo-
graph ; a-= 140

Tuft studies corroborate that mixing occurs all around the jet, as al-
ready mentioned. Upstream of the jet nozzle, the detached jet shock

causes gradual thickening and finally sudden separation of the boundary
layer along the body, whether laminar or turbulent (Figs. 8 and 14). This
separated air appears to be 'pumped away* by the mixing with the bound-
"ary of the jet at the same rate as it forms.

Although the side jet seems to be a powerful mixing machine, the pene-

tration of the jet into the supersonic stream is relatively small: at pressure

ratios of over 50, its outer fringes pass between 2.5 and 3.0 inches away
from the body at the base. This estimate is based on light-scattering pat-

terns, shadowgraphs, schlieren photographs (to a lesser degree), and the
interception of the weak tunnel-ceiling shock by the jet air. Sideways

penetration is commensurately smaller; the partially vertical intersection
of the detached jet shock with the side window (Figs. 14 and 16) and the
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light-scattering patterns (Figs. 10b and 10c) indicate that the interaction
is confined to a relatively narrow vertical (plume-like) region.

DISCUSSION OF THE PRESSURE RESULTS

The pressure information for the maximum pressure ratios, p0/pl,
tested led to the integrated results of Table ll,which are shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 7 for the case of the straight nozzle at a = 00. The varied
additional visual evidence led to the over-all picture of the flow and pres-
sure field summarized in Fig. 18. Variation of pressure at specific orifices
is shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

Three general pressure zones due to the jet can be distinguished on
the body (Fig. 18):

ENVELOPE SHOCK FROM
PRESSURE GRADIENT$

1r( AROUND EXPANDING JET

PNT&T1OI

0 GEILING REFLECTION OF

, CILS.• Hie " NOSE AND JET SHOCKS.

FigT 1Fo.peATED MIXINu P. tech-

BOUNDRY S ASE WANE
LAYE[R

BUIL D-UP •S~~SEPARtATE[Dt
L AYE[R UNI•RE•R

Fig. 18. Flow and pressure regions, from visualization tech-

niques.
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(1) There is a narrow band of high pressure on the outer edges of the
area affected by the jet. This band is essentially the foot (trace) of the
detached shock (in front of the jet column) rendered less sharp and wider
through the boundary layer on the body. The patterns obtained by the
evaporation technique (Fig. 13) indicate that the inner part of the bound-
ary layer on the body is suddenly turned sideways and tends to flow along
the high-pressure band; farther downstream this slow air gradually flows
(fan-like) from the high-pressure band toward the low-pressure areas near
orifices 4, 5, 11, and 12. It should be noted that the trace of the detached
shock, and with it the high-pressure band, turns toward the free-stream
direction faster than if the jet issued from a flat plate, because the curv-
ing of the surface shields the sides somewhat by preventing the direct
influence along straight lines between any two surface points.

(2) Most of the surface, however, is in a low-pressure region, which
is directly responsible for the decrease of the nominal thrust due to the
jet. In the vicinity of the jet nozzle and in the "pocket' near orifices 4
and 5, the low pressure is caused primarily by the direct pump effect of
the jet, as already discussed. The high acceleration of the flow around
the jet obstacle is probably responsible for the formation of low-pressure
zones farther away from the nozzle.

(3) The wedge-shaped high-pressure region at the rear of the body
(dark lines in Fig. 13) could well counteract the decrease of thrust due
to region (2), provided the body is long enough. This pressure region is
partly associated with the return of the diverging leg of the Y shock in-
side the jet to the body, as already discussed. It is also associated with
the flow around the jet obstruction; as the outer flow gradually straightens
out after passing by the obstruction, compression waves are generated
and a higher-pressure region results. The existence of such gradual com-
pressive waves all around the jet is indicated by the wavelets which
coalesce into an envelope-type shock as shown in the upper right-hand
corner of Fig. 18. It is likely that the flow around the jet is not only
straightened out but turned toward the 'pocket,* as in the case of flow
around a rigid column. (This happens at least in the boundary layer; see
Fig. 12.) In such a case stern shockwaves wouldform, which could further
account for the rather high pressure at orifice 6, especially in the case
of the divergent nozzle.

It is clear that the magnitude of the "obstruction' to the tunnel flow
due to the jet column should depend on the mass flux, min, in the jet (which
for the straight nozzle and constant To is proportional to the pressure
ratio p0/pl). It appears that the various characteristic dimensions such
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as the distance to the first. jetmeniscus, the distance to the high-pressure
region on thereat part of thebody, and the jet penetration increase almost
linearly with m. or p0/p in the range investigated. The variations of
orifice pressure ratio, Ph/PI, with p0/p 1 given in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 can
be understood by visualizing the spread of jet interaction pattern with
increasing p0 /p 1 .

The interaction field for the straight nozzle at a . 140 is basically
little different from that at a O*, and all the flow regions previously de-
scribed are present (Figs. 8 and 17). There appears to be no tendency
toward separation, even though in the absence of the jet the crossflow
type of separation described by J. H. Allen (Reference 12) is in evidence
downstream of orifice 5.

The shock pattern for the divergent nozzle at a m 140 (Fig. 19) is con-
siderably more difficult to interpret. One must recall that at a given p0/p 1

Fig. 19. Divergent-nozzle jet at p0 = 57.5; schlieren

photograph Q; a= 140.
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value, the mass flux through the narrower divergent nozzle is slightly
less than 25 percent of the mass flux through the straight nozzle. Further-
more, the 150 flaring of the nozzle allows considerable expansion of the
jet within the body. The decreased obstruction of the tunnel flow (de-

creased jet flux) reduces the magnitude of the interaction field. In par-
ticular, it weakens the main jet-generated shock, lessens the upstream
influence, including the extent of the separated boundary layer (see also

effect on p at orifice 2), and decreases the jet penetration. The changed
nozzle geometry modifies the flow near the jet exit anc; at the same time
the pattern of the shock waves inside the jet. The shock surface origin-
ates at the rim of the nozzle and converges immediately toward the center
of the jet; the intersection may be regular or of the Mach Y type, but with
a very small meniscus. Examination of Fig. 19 discloses also two typical
narrow dark lines nearly parallel to the body (i.e., forming angles of 50
to 60P with the shocks in the jet), which are believed to be associated
with the flow around the jet stream. The envelope-type shock waves
(upper right-hand corner of Fig. 18), also associated with the flow around
the jet, are formed closer to the body than in the case of the straight
nozzle. It is interesting to note that, even though the shock wave branch
inside the jet which reaches the body surface with the straight nozzle is
not in evidence, orifice 6 actually registers higher pressures than for the
straight nozzle. This fact corroborates the theory that the rear high-
pressure region is also associated with the flow around the jet and that
it may have partly the character of the region downstream of the stern
shock waves.

The change of the flow near the jet exit caused by the divergence of
the nozzle can also be seen by the reversal of relative pressure values
at orifices 2, 10, 13, and 14 (Fig. 2 and Table I). It would appear that
the decreased obstruction of the jet narrows the pressure field in the

vicinity of the nozzle *rimmed* by the high-pressure shock band, but that
the flare of the nozzle widens the region of mixing and suction farther
downstream, beyond orifices 13 and 14. The preceding interpretations are
far from established; they are offered in order to exemplify how difficult

it is to visualize the effect of the nozzle shape on the mixing phenomenon.
It may be of intorest that the phenomenon appeared to the observers to be
steadier for the case of the divergent nozzle, resulting in a smaller scatter
of pressure results than for a straight nozzle.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The various visualization techniques, combined with the static-pres-
sure measurements over the cylinder surface, yield a consistent picture
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I
of the flow field generated by the supersonic side jet issuing perpendic-

ularly into the supersonic main stream. The jet column bends rapidly

downstream and remains relatively narrow despite the strong mixing all

around the jet. Near the body surface, the bending appears to form a low-

pressure pocket where the mixing is especially violent. It is likely that

some of the air (gas) from the jet is kept in contact with the body through

the mixing within this pocket (which may be important practically if the

jet is hot). The pressure field due to the flow around the jet obstacle

and to the jet-pump effect alters the forces and moments on the body, de-

pending on body geometry, primarily length. In particular, the nominal

side-jet thrust is decreased and the drag increased. The jet interaction

is basically the same when the body is at an angle of attack and there is

no tendency for the jet to induce separation or stall. For a given nozzle

shape, the various lengths characterizing the interaction flow field appear

to vary almost linearly with the mass flux in the jet for the range of

pressure ratios investigated.
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APPENDIX

PHYSICAL QUANTITIES RELEVANT TO SUPERSONIC JET MIXING

The real problem in the application of dimensional analysis to new
phenomena concerns the a priori decision as to which physical quantities

are relevant to the phenomenon. Buckingham (Reference 8) remarks that if

the initial choice is in error, the conclusions of the analysis, which
merely establish a certain constraint on the chosen quantities, will be in

error. He states that the only test of the validity of the original choice
lies in experimental verification. In complex cases, however, the succ.ess
of the experiment and its interpretation depends to a considerable extent

on the proper choice and minimization of the test parameters, i.e., in-
directly on the conclusions drawn from the assumptions to be tested.
Hence, an element of uncertainty usually persists until the problem has

been subjected to repeated tests.
Often the local processes in the new problem can be described by

locally valid equations which have yielded successful results in other
problems. In such cases these equations provide additional confidence
in the choice of the quantities relevant to the problem in toto even though
the equations cannot be solved by available methods. Thus, the partial
differential equations expressing the conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy (Reference 13), together with the equation of state, give a
reasonably well-proven description of the local flow of a homogeneous
viscous heat-conducting compressible perfect gas. It is expected that
these six equations will possess a field solution for the six dependent
variables (not necessarily unique) which satisfies a suitable set of bound-
ary conditions. The present problem of supersonic jet mixing should sat-
isfy these equations locally, within the usually accepted idealizatioi..
The new feature of the problem is the increased complexity of the bound-
ary conditions. The set of desired quantities is reached with a better
appreciation of the inherent assumptions by examining the physical quan-
tities of a parametric nature which occur in the differential equations and
in the boundary conditions.

Equations No.- Dependent Variables Physical Quantities

Continuity 1 u, v, w,Vp
Energy 1 u,v,wp,p, T %;

NavieL-Stokes 3 u,v,w,p,p At,g
State 1 p, p, T R
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It is convenient to consider C T rather than T as a dependent variable,
so that all 'quantities* in the six equations are directly expressible in
units of mass, length, and time. The equation of state, then, involves
the ratio R/Cp = (y- 1)/y (rather than R alone); and the energy equation
the quantities 1A and k/Cp. The solution of the set of six equations in
six unknowns is expected to depend on the physical quantities directly
present in these equations, namely, 1, k/Cp, y, and g. If the gases in the
main stream and the jet are different, the dependence will be on g, I,
(k/Cp)1, and yI and IA., (k/C )., and y .

The boundary condition v 4 0 over the body surface introduces no new
physical quantities except D, which describes fully the boundary for a
set of geometrically similar bodies. The condition of no heat transfer,
a(CpT)/On = 0, which holds for steady-state flow, adds nothing. The
free-stream conditions are completely specified by the physical quantities
PI, PI, and v1 , which must therefore be added to the set. Additional
parameters describing free-stream turbulence could be added; the intuitive
expectation that the phenomenon is insensitive to these and similar
parameters is supported by the finding of no appreciable influence due to
changes in boundary layer over the body. The boundary conditions corre-
sponding to the 'free-stream conditions' in a supercritical jet can be
described adequately by y., the jet stagnation values p0 and P0 at the
nozzle exit, and the boundary characteristic d.

Intuitive appreciation and experience with similar problems suggest
that the flow will not be sensitive to the quantities g and p/C , which
would lead to Froude and Prandtl numbers, respectively. It is possible
that some of the other physical quantities could be dropped as unimpor-
tant, but, in the absence of more definite information, it seems best to
keep the present set of physical quantities on which u, v, w, p, p, CP,
and T may depend, namely pl, pl, v1 , gl, YIp Po' Po, /•j' d, and D; see
Equation (1).

In conclusion, it must be remarked that the characterization of the jet
parameters is considerably more difficult if the jet is not homogeneous
or involves changes of state or even chemical changes. The qualitative
tests using steam in the jet disclosed no major influence of these addi-
tional factors.
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